
RING
SIZE GUIDE

If you do not remember your finger size, and if you do not 
have a ring sizer to measure it, the easiest and safest way to 
establish the size of the ring to be purchased is to measure the 
circumference of the finger on which you wish to wear it.
You can do this by wrapping a ribbon around the base of the 
finger and marking the contact point of the two ends with a 
pen. This will provide the finger circumference.
If your knuckle protrudes considerably compared to the base 
of the finger, we advise also measuring the knuckle, and 
calculating a mean measurement, ensuring that the ribbon, 
and also the ring, can be slipped effortlessly onto the finger.
At this point, you only need to check the length with a stiff 
ruler, or by printing the one you find on this page.

Note that the length in mm of the finger circumference provides 
the European size. So, do not forget to find the corresponding 
Italian size in the conversion table below.

Depending on the type of ring, it might not be possible to 
make certain sizes. For more information or customised sizes, 
do not hesitate to contact our customer care service. It will be 
a pleasure to help you.

If you decide to measure the ribbon by printing the ruler 
provided, please remember to ensure that the printing 
settings do not envisage adapting the image to the page 
size. You can do this by opening “printing options”, checking 
that the ‘page format’ options in the printer’s dialogue box 
indicate ‘none’.

To check that the format is in a 1:1 scale, you can place your 
credit card below. If the length corresponds, the format is 
correct.
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If you are unable to take the finger’s measurement with 
the ribbon, or if it is a gift, we advise using another ring as 
reference. A band ring would be ideal. As an alternative, any 
non-waisted ring with a max. 4 mm high band would be all 
right.

After you print the page below, ensuring a 1:1 scale by placing 
your credit card on the mark at the bottom of the page, you only 
need to find the circumference, whose diameter corresponds 
to the internal diameter of the reference ring.
 

Note that the length in mm of the finger circumference provides 
the French size. So, do not forget to find the corresponding 
Italian size in the conversion table below.
If you are undecided between two measurements, we suggest 
that you should choose the slightly larger one.

Depending on the type of ring, it might not be possible to 
make certain sizes. For more information or customised sizes, 
do not hesitate to contact our customer care service. It will be 
a pleasure to help you.
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SIZE GUIDE

If you decide to measure the ribbon by printing the ruler 
provided, please remember to ensure that the printing 
settings do not envisage adapting the image to the page 
size. You can do this by opening “printing options”, checking 
that the ‘page format’ options in the printer’s dialogue box 
indicate ‘none’.

To check that the format is in a 1:1 scale, you can place your 
credit card below. If the length corresponds, the format is 
correct.



The length of the bracelet you decide to purchase will not 
necessarily be the size of your wrist. Most of our bracelets, 
regardless of their length, fits a standard wrist size ranging 
from 16.5 cm to 17.5 cm.

To ensure that this size is suitable for your physiognomy, you 
can check your wrist length by using a tape measure or, as an 
alternative, you can use the ruler given below, after printing it 
in a 1:1 scale and cutting it out.

All our jewels are handmade by our Master Craftsmen; hence, 
there might be a slight difference from the indicated length. 
Consider a tolerance level of 2 mm.

For more information or customised sizes, do not hesitate to 
contact our customer care service. It will be a pleasure to help 
you.
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BRACELET
SIZE GUIDE

If you decide to measure the ribbon by printing the ruler 
provided, please remember to ensure that the printing 
settings do not envisage adapting the image to the page 
size. You can do this by opening “printing options”, checking 
that the ‘page format’ options in the printer’s dialogue box 
indicate ‘none’.

To check that the format is in a 1:1 scale, you can place your 
credit card below. If the length corresponds, the format is 
correct.



Our stiff bracelets and wide band bracelets are designed for 
a standard wrist size of ca. 17-17.5 cm.
To ensure that this size is suitable for your physiognomy, you 
can check your wrist length by using a tape measure or, as an 
alternative, you can use the ruler given on the right side of 
this page, after printing it on a 1:1 scale and cutting it out.

The size of our stiff bracelets is indicated by their internal 
diameter. So, when you have measured the circumference of 

your wrist, do not forget to find the size of the corresponding 
diameter in the conversion table given below.
All our jewels are handmade by our Master Craftsmen; hence, 
there might be a slight difference from the indicated length. 
Consider a tolerance range of 2 mm.

For more information or customised sizes, do not hesitate 
to contact our customer care service. It will be a pleasure to 
help you.

STANDARD
SIZE: M

CIRCUMFERENCE: 170 - 175mm

S IZE C IRCUMFERENCE

XS 150 - 155mm / 5 cm Ø

S 160 - 165mm / 5,5 cm Ø

M 170 - 175mm / 6 cm Ø

L 180 - 185 mm / 6,5 cm Ø INTERNAL
CIRCUMFERENCE

BRACELET
SIZE GUIDE

85,6 mm

If you decide to measure the ribbon by printing the ruler 
provided, please remember to ensure that the printing 
settings do not envisage adapting the image to the page 
size. You can do this by opening “printing options”, checking 
that the ‘page format’ options in the printer’s dialogue box 
indicate ‘none’.

To check that the format is in a 1:1 scale, you can place your 
credit card below. If the length corresponds, the format is 
correct.



The strong points of our collections unquestionably include 
the earring assortment. Every earring stands apart for its 
model (ear studs, with hook, hoop, chandelier), and features 
different lengths and styles.

To better understand what the earring length indicated on 

the e-commerce product sheet indicates, and to choose the 
one that suits you best, you can use this simple size guide as 
reference.

For more information, do not hesitate to contact our customer 
care service. It will be a pleasure to help you.
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SIZE GUIDE

85,6 mm

If you decide to measure the ribbon by printing the ruler 
provided, please remember to ensure that the printing 
settings do not envisage adapting the image to the page 
size. You can do this by opening “printing options”, checking 
that the ‘page format’ options in the printer’s dialogue box 
indicate ‘none’.

To check that the format is in a 1:1 scale, you can place your 
credit card below. If the length corresponds, the format is 
correct.



Concerning chains, our collections offer a wide range of 
lengths and different styles. Long chains, chokers, pendants 
and  multiple thread chains enrich our catalogue.

If, for the first three cases, the length of the necklace is 
indicated on the product specifications, it refers to the length 
of the thread; in multi-row chains, it indicates the shorter 
thread, which defines the circumference of the choker.

CIRCUMFERENCE = 42 cm
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NECKLACE
SIZE GUIDE

85,6 mm

If you decide to measure the ribbon by printing the ruler 
provided, please remember to ensure that the printing 
settings do not envisage adapting the image to the page 
size. You can do this by opening “printing options”, checking 
that the ‘page format’ options in the printer’s dialogue box 
indicate ‘none’.

To check that the format is in a 1:1 scale, you can place your 
credit card below. If the length corresponds, the format is 
correct.


